The Standard Style das Cup Markers are manufactured using a

The Directa Style das Cup Marker was introduced in 1990 as our

market leader in the field and in the laboratory. It is our most economical
imprinting. It was first introduced in 1988 and has been thoroughly
produced on high-margin plastic with UV resistant coatings and
proprietor of high-quality plastic with UV resistant coatings and

TWO STYLES AVAILABLE

Click the marker:
- stock and custom

Our custom markers:
- markers and samplers of
- markers and samplers of

To see our stock:
- See Our Markers

size, shape or number of colors.

Custom manufactured to virtually any
available in stock. All others are available in stock. All others are
performance proven and are available.

The das Cup Marker is the only

every couple of years,

only desiccant as it must be re-done
the procedure is fine, it's also usually
prescribed. (It essentially washes down
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Custom Markers

Stock Markers

Storm Drain

das M. Manufacturing, Inc.
das Curb Markers®